
USER GUIDE



SOFTWARE INSTALLATION

1) Download the audio software from the product’s page at 
 alpha-gamer.com.

2) Unzip the downloaded file.

3) Connect the headset to your computer.

4) Install the software by following the onscreen instructions.

5) Launch the audio software and adjust the settings to better suit 
 your preferences.

SOFTWARE PREFERENCES

By clicking on the cog wheel icon at the software’s top right corner you 
will be able to adjust the UI language and opacity, amongst other 
features.



AUDIO CUSTOMIZATION

Launch the audio software.
The interface will be displayed as exemplified bellow.

By right clicking over the
headset icon you will be able
to choose between all the
speaker features that may
be customized.



SAMPLE RATE

You may adjust the audio sample rate between 44.1 KHz and 48 KHz.

EQUALIZER

You have the option to choose between default equalizer presets or 
even create your own preset.



ENVIRONMENT EFFECTS

You can choose, enable or disable all environment e�ects.

7.1 VIRTUAL SPEAKER SHIFTER

On this menu you may adjust the surround settings, even tweak each 
audio channel according to your preferences.



XEAR SING FX

You can adjust, enable or disable all Xear SingFX e�ects.

XEAR SURROUND MAX

You can enable or disable the Xear Surround Max e�ect.



MICROPHONE CUSTOMIZATION

By right clicking over the
microphone icon you will be
able to choose between all the
microphone features that may
be customized.

VOLUME CONTROL

You can adjust the
microphone volume.

SAMPLE RATE

You can adjust the
microphone sample rate
between 44.1 KHz and
48 KHz.



XEAR SING FX

You can adjust, enable or disable all microphone Xear SingFX e�ects.

MICROPHONE BOOST

You can enable or disable the Microphone Boost e�ect.



 STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE WITH
 EUROPEAN UNION DIRECTIVES

Alpha Gamer declares that this product is in compliance with the 
essential requirements and other relevant provisions from the 
following Directive: 2004/108/CE, as applicable.
The technical documentation required by the Conformity Evaluation 
process is in Alpha Gamer´s possession and can be requested through 
contact@alpha-gamer.com.

 DISPOSAL OF BATTERIES AND ELECTRICAL
 OR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT WASTE

The existance of this symbol on the product, batteries or respective 
packaging, signifies that this product and the contained batteries can 
not be disposed as domestic waste. It is the user´s responsability to
deliver this product at a batteries, electrical or electronic recycling 
pick-up point. The pick-up and separate recycling contributes for the 
preservation of natural resources and supresses potential negative 
consequences for the human health and the environment resultant of 
inadequate disposal of dangerous substances contained in batteries 
and electrical or electronic equipment. For additional informations 
regarding batteries, electrical or electronic recycling pick-up points, 
please contact your local municipal services.

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

For technical support please visit alpha-gamer.com or contact us 
through contact@alpha-gamer.com.


